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Welcome

Complexity is the enemy of control. The more complex a system is, the less ability anyone will 
have to exert control, or to manage it in any way. Over the past two decades, complexity on 
the Internet has exploded. What was once a universe of simple text emails between academic 
colleagues is now a flood of commerce, with a multitude of standards that govern communication 
between clients, servers, and browsers whose potential combinations number in the thousands. 
If you rely on complex, multitier applications to run your business (and these days, who doesn’t?), 
it is more important than ever to find ways to tame that complexity. 

In this volume, we discuss measuring and managing application performance in an ever more 
complex world. One area of particular focus is the rise of mobile platforms like smartphones and 
tablets, with their unique limitations and connectivity options. Mobile computing exploded in 
2012, with mobile revenues growing almost 90% year over year, as reported by Internet Retailer. 
In 2013, mobile commerce is expected to rise another 55%! Yet complexity at the edge is not 
determined by just the device, but rather by the combination of the device, OS, browser, and 
last-mile network that make every single transaction unique.

The modern application owner’s and IT operations manager’s knowledge must stretch beyond 
their own data center—beyond even the cloud and third-party services that support their appli-
cation—and all the way out to the end users themselves. Only by testing and monitoring from 
the end-user perspective can you truly understand how to tackle the performance challenges 
of complex applications. This compendium covers how to address key challenges in monitoring 
complex applications from the end-user perspective. 

We hope you find these articles useful and informative. We’d like to thank our thought leaders who 
shared their expertise in these articles, including Steve Tack, Klaus Enzenhofer, Lorenz Jakober, 
and Krzysztof Ziemianowicz. You can find our latest and archived articles at http://apmblog.
compuware.com.

Andreas Grabner 

Compuware APM Center of Excellence

http://apmblog.compuware.com
http://apmblog.compuware.com
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Why Page SIze matterS even more for mobIle Web aPPS
 — Krzysztof Ziemianowicz, September 26, 2010

Load times of mobile-web banking apps are generally slower than 
desktop browser-based banking apps 

“Mobile” and “Web” sound like a perfect match, but reality often 
shows that these two trends form opposite forces. Recently we had 
an interesting engagement with one of our customers, in which we 
found how easy and dangerous it can be to inadvertently spoil end 
users’ experience with a mobile web application by forgetting the 
practical limitations and consequences of web page size, which 
quickly grows with expansion of the application’s functionality.

Last month one of our customers asked us to help diagnose why a 
mobile banking application that they rolled out was slow compared 
to the regular browser web application. The customer already knew 
that the mobile web application was slow, and business owners 
were disappointed by this known fact that was easy to verify exper-
imentally by anyone having a smartphone and an account at the 
bank (and all of the bank’s employees have it). During status 
meetings, typical explanations were discussed over and over again: 
mobile devices connect over slower networks, mobile devices are 
less capable than desktops and that is just how it works, and so 
on—with no conclusion and no action plan.

It is tempting to just assume that mobile applications have to be 
slow, especially since evidence can be found. Gomez Benchmarks, 
for example, published by Compuware, can be used to make a 
comparison like the one shown to the right, which shows that mo-
bile-web banking applications are slower than desktop brows-
er-based banking applications all around the world.

However, our customer has always challenged assumptions, includ-
ing application-performance paradigms, and this time was no dif-
ferent. We agreed to have a look at this application with a planned 
proof of concept for extending the existing agentless end-user ex-
perience–monitoring into deep transaction-monitoring within the 
data center.

A 15-minute walk-through of the existing performance-overview 
reports for desktop and mobile web users revealed the root cause 
of the problem. First we confirmed that page-load time delivered 
to desktop and mobile web users differs by more than 100%, and 
we confirmed that data-center response time is not a problem:

The request for the mobile app took twice as long as for the desktop 
app, showing time spent on the network was the root cause of the 
problem 
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This waterfall chart illustrates a single mobile web page load for a 
single user—and it reveals what contributed to this page content. 
JavaScript and images form the bulk of that size, while even smart 
use of parallel TCP sessions to load content does not help; the 
truckload of data that has to be loaded to the mobile device takes 
time.

The waterfall chart also reveals that the mobile client needs exten-
sive time to run the JavaScript and process the data—white spaces 
between horizontal bars indicate the time periods where client de-
vice is busy and does not open requests for more elements of the 
page. During these periods, the end user sees is the hourglass.

Designing mobile web applications requires a lot of creativity and 
effort, as mobile users tend to demand  a sleeker experience with 
the application than desktop users. Mobile devices provide a nar-
rower end-user error margin, and end users set the expectations 
bar high, basing them on their experience with state-of-the-art iOS 
and Android applications they use every day on the same device. 
This requirement is so important that it can easily overshadow 
the old and simple relationship between page size and user wait 
time. More functionality requires more code and data on the client 
side, which requires more bytes to be transferred to the client, 
which in turn means longer page-load times, and this negatively 
influences end-user experience.

Designing and Implementing mobile web apps easily leads to adding 
more code, thereby impacting page performance 

This is a vicious circle of “sexy” web-application design. Where is 
the balance between functionality and robustness? And overall, do 
you know the relationship between size, response time, and user 
satisfaction? And do you control it?

This simple illustration of server versus network time for the login 
page reveals how much time during page load is spent on generat-
ing the response within the data center and how much time is 
spent transferring the response to the client. The “old” is the 
desktop web application; the “wap” is the mobile web application. 
Clearly, mobile web–application users have to wait twice as long as 
desktop web users, and time is spent in response transfer over the 
network. We can also see how much time is spent by the client 
waiting for redirections before final page content is served, but this 
piece is out of scope of this analysis. Let’s focus on the network 
time.

Network time is required to transfer data from server to client, and 
this time depends on two simple dimensions: bandwidth offered by 
the network connection, and size of the page to transfer. Naturally, 
these two dimensions have their own influencers, but let’s leave 
this analysis for later. Let’s start with checking the page sizes for 
desktop and mobile web applications.

The mobile web page is twice the size of the desktop version 

Here comes the surprise: mobile web clients download more than 
twice as much data as desktop web clients—109 KB versus 45 
KB! This definitely was not expected, so we delved one step deep-
er to identify what exactly was transferred to the mobile web user 
that took so much bandwidth.

Large image and script files impact page-load performance on mo-
bile web apps 
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WIll the lateSt round of broWSer WarS ImProve uSer 
exPerIence and WebSIte Performance?
 — Lorenz Jakober, December 30, 2012

Editor’s note: Browsers and browser versions have moved on since 
this article was published  However, as long as browser plurality re-
mains a fact of life on the internet, the issues discussed will continue 
to be pertinent 

A decade ago, the Web browser market was a two-horse race be-
tween Microsoft’s Internet Explorer and Netscape 
Communications’ Navigator. Today, it’s a crowded field with 
Microsoft holding the lead as number one, but its lead faces chal-
lenges from Mozilla, Google, and others.

The abundance of choice is said to be a byproduct of several fac-
tors: the changing nature of web use by consumers, the dramatic 
rise in smartphone sales, a wide-open browser market, and con-
stant innovation. The evolution of web sites from simple to com-
plex has prompted users to demand faster, more-capable 
browsers.

A large share of the web-experience responsibility has shifted from 
servers to the client side, where the user’s browser plays a bigger 
role. In addition, the growing complexity of web applications has 
led to the browser becoming the integration platform, as the fol-
lowing figure illustrates.

There are many browsers on many devices, each with its own perfor-
mance characteristics, impacting your users’ web experience 

With the HTML5 standard, browser vendors can deliver more-dy-
namic rich-media experiences to web users. However, HTML5 also 
deepens the browser burden—on one hand, it reduces the need 
for plug-ins and stores data on the client side, lightening server 
demand. But on the other hand, it makes applications susceptible 
to the quirks of various browser types and versions, devices, and 
combinations thereof.
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Know your customers’ browser preferences

As you’re compelled to test across more and more browsers, it is 
important to know which browsers are most utilized by your cus-
tomers (see the following figure). That way you can prioritize re-
sources by optimizing your web site for your most important cus-
tomer segments.

take the lifecycle approach to performance testing

The impact of browser diversity affects everyone in the web-appli-
cation lifecycle, from the designer to the developer, the QA team, 
IT ops, marketing, and creative. Ongoing testing will ensure a con-
tinuously optimal web experience for your customers

benchmark against the very best. 

It is also important to benchmark your web site, http://www.com-
puware.com/application-performance-management/why-bench-
mark-web-performance.html, not only against your direct competi-
tors, but against the best web sites, period. That’s how your 
customers will judge it. If Amazon and Blockbuster are their stan-
dards for web site speed and consistency, you have to make them 
your points of reference, too.

HTML5 Test (max 300 points)—http://html5test.com

understanding the Impact of the “browser Wars”

You need to understand the impact of the browser wars as on your 
systems and on your users’ experience. Variations in browsers and 
browser versions mean variations in web performance, and ulti-
mately variations in the end-user experience you have to under-
stand how changing browser usage impacts your business by 
quantifying its impact in hard numbers, and creating ongoing pro-
tocols for measuring and monitoring your web site’s performance.

beSt PractIceS

The dust hasn’t yet settled in the browser wars, but you can take 
action now by applying the following performance best practices:

http://www.compuware.com/application-performance-management/why-benchmark-web-performance.html
http://www.compuware.com/application-performance-management/why-benchmark-web-performance.html
http://www.compuware.com/application-performance-management/why-benchmark-web-performance.html
http://html5test.com
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leSSonS to taKe aWay from facebooK’S outage
 — Steve Tack, June 15, 2012

The recent issues with Facebook are a prime example of Web 
inter-dependency and reliance on third-party services for ad-
vertising, social plugins, etc. In recent months we’ve seen 
major outages across large services like Amazon, Microsoft, 
and Akamai, which have a cascading impact on the compa-
nies that integrate with those services. And we can count on 
more to come in the future.

A few short years ago, an outage on a prominent web site 
would have been isolated to that site, but because today’s 
modern applications call services from a variety of third-party 
providers, outages now cascade throughout the Internet and 
no service is too big to fail.

It’s no longer enough to control just the factors within your 
firewall; you must also mitigate the risks imposed by 
third-party services that can slow your site’s performance or 
take it down.

With the average web site connecting to more than 12 do-
mains before being served to the end user, serving a web site 
or application now means making sure all these pieces as-
semble in a way that yields the best possible service to the 
end user. The graph below depicts the differences in the use 
of third-party domains across vertical industries—those such 
as news, media, retail, and travel typically have lots of fea-
ture-rich content and functionality, so are very dependent on 
third-party services.

Although third-party services can enrich your web site’s func-
tionality to drive more traffic to your site, offer interactive ex-
periences, increase conversion, and add new functionality 
when it becomes available, they can also make your site be 
vulnerable to degraded performance or a complete shutdown 
if any one of these components fails.

In mid 2012 Facebook suffered sporadic outages. Some users 
briefly experienced a complete outage, others experienced hiccups 
with site functionality, and still others had no noticeable issues 
loading the site.

The graph below (based on approximately 130,000 observations 
of Facebook every two hours as measured from the Internet back-
bone across than 3,000 customers) shows that the error rate was 
sporadic: 30–40% during spikes. Because Facebook is a large, 
distributed service, it wasn’t completely down, and although the 
service disruptions had a fairly minimal impact on Facebook itself, 
the effects spread to many of the Web’s most highly trafficked 
sites.

Facebook issues correlate to average load time spikes for the top 20 
US News Sites, and the top 60 US retails sites

Analyzing data across more than 3,000 of our customers, we 
found that more than 5,100 web properties were potentially im-
pacted. When we looked specifically at US news and retail sites, 
which are likely to use the Facebook “Like” button, we found a 
direct correlation between Facebook’s issues and slower aver-
age-page-load times for the top 20 US news sites and top 60 US 
retail sites.
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• Set measurable and objective levels for Slas. Those 
levels should reference accurate data all parties can see 
and understand. Without defined standards, there is no 
way to hold vendors to account.

• measure, and keep measuring over time. The occasional 
snapshot won’t do it; to ensure quality under all loads 
and across all markets, you must implement a regimen of 
24/7 monitoring.

• automate the removal of a failing object. Once the 
object, has been identified as an issue, bring it back only 
once it’s working again.

• Share the wealth of data with your vendors. The objective 
measurements you gather allow you to work amicably 
with your third-party partners to align interests and 
resolve problems.

While third-party services provide various types of functional-
ity that enable a richer online experience, they can also intro-
duce performance risks and wreak havoc on thousands of web 
sites if they fail. A dependency on outside sources means that 
you need to evaluate, monitor, and optimize every element 
between the datacenter and the end user.

So the question is, Can you manage your third-party services effec-
tively and quickly recover if there’s an issue?

We recommend in place putting processes that ensure the suc-
cessful implementation and continued functionality of third-party 
web services. You can significantly reduce risk by Benchmarking 
response time and availability of each third-party web component 
before signing contracts.

• Designing pages so third-party providers’ scripts load asyn-
chronously in parallel with the crucial page content.

• Testing components before launch in multiple phases and 
under various conditions. Include preproduction testing for a 
proof of concept, and load testing to evaluate performance 
under conditions similar to what is expected on your site and 
during high-traffic periods.

• Devising fast-fail programs that secure the functionality of 
your overall site even if any one component should crash.

• Considering redundant services for the critical features of your 
site, such as your shopping cart. 

Once you’ve pre-tested your third-party components to assess 
their potential impact on performance, the real work begins. Even 
though vendors may be contracted to maintain certain standards, 
ultimately your vigilance will ensure those standards are met. Here 
are a few pointers.

etc.has
http://blog.dynatrace.com/wp-content/Domains-by-vertical.png
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thIrd-Party content management aPPlIed
four Steps to gain control of your Page-load Performance!

 — Klaus Enzenhofer, December 20, 2011

Today’s web sites are often cluttered with third-party content that 
slows down page load and rendering times, hampering the user 
experience. In a previous article (http://apmblog.compuware.
com/2011/11/08/you-only-control-one-thrid-of-your-page-load-
performance/), I presented how third-party content impacts your 
web site’s performance and identified common problems with its 
integration. Here I’ll cover best practices for integrating third-party 
content and for convincing your clients that they will benefit from 
implementing third-party-management techniques.

First the bad news: you’ll need approval from a high level—the 
CEO is best—before establishing a third-party-management policy 
and changing the integration of third-party content. Now the good 
news: this achievable; you just have to bring up problems the right 
way, backed up by hard facts. The following sections will explain 
how.

SteP 1: conduct a detaIled thIrd-Party-
content ImPact analySIS

Using the web-performance-optimization tool of your choice, look 
at the page-load timing. If you get something like the figure below, 
you’ll immediately recognize a problem, but for the business this 
diagram needs a lot of explanation.

Timeline with third-party content

Take the time to implement a URL parameter that turns off all the 
third-party content for a web page, then capture a second timeline 
from the same page. Everybody will now easily see that there are 
huge differences between the version with third-party requests 
and the one without.

Timeline without third-party content

To clearly present what all the boxes, timing elements, etc. mean, 
create a table like the one here to compare key performance indi-
cators (KPIs) with and without third-party content (TPC in the 
table).

KPI
Page with 
TPC

Page without 
TPC

Difference

First impression time

Onload time

Total load time

JavaScript time

Number of domains

Number of resources

Total page size

A single-page sample is not representative, of course, so prepare 
similar tables for the five most important pages. Which pages 
these are depends on your web site. Landing pages, product pages 
and pages on the “money path” are potentially interesting. the 
dynaTrace web-analytics tool can help you find the most interest-
ing pages.

SteP 2: Inform the buSIneSS about the 
ImPact

Now it is time to present your findings to the business. This is best 
done in a face-to-face meeting with the high-level business execu-
tives such as the CEO and CTO.

Your presentation should cover the following major topics:

http://blog.dynatrace.com/the-authors
http://apmblog.compuware.com/2011/11/08/you
http://apmblog.compuware.com/2011/11/08/you
http://blog.dynatrace.com/wp-content/timeline-with-tpc.png
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We might run into problems with user privileges and business ob-
jectives that are defined for teams and individuals on specific sta-
tistics. It takes some effort to handle this, but in the end things 
will get easier, as you’ll have only one source for your numbers. 
That means you’ll no longer have to discuss which statistics deliver 
the correct values and from which statistics to take your numbers. 
We removed five tracking pixels for a customer in a single blow. 
This led to incredible performance improvements, and the custom-
er’s marketing department made an announcement to let custom-
ers know the company cares about the user experience. This is a 
textbook example of creating a win-win-situation.

Banner ads are another target for removal. Businessmen may say 
you’re crazy to make such a recommendation, but if your main 
business is not earning money by displaying ads, it’s worth consid-
ering. Consider the numbers from Amazon that 100 ms additional 
page-load time are reducing the revenue by 1%. Now think of a 
sample page where ads consume 1,000 ms of page-load time. 
Using the Amazon case study, this would mean that we lose 10 * 
1% = 10% of our revenue just because of ads. The question is, 
Are you really earning 10% or more of your total revenue with ads? 
If not, consider removing ads from your page.

move resource loading to come after the onload event

For the user experience, apart from the total page-load time, the 
first impression and the onload time are the most important ele-
ments. To improve these we can implement lazy loading, where 
parts of the page are loaded after the Onload event via JavaScript. 
Several libraries are available to help you implement this. There 
are two things you should be aware of: First, that you are just mov-
ing the starting point for the download of the resources, so you are 
not reducing the download size of your page or the number of re-
quests. Second, lazy loading works only when JavaScript is avail-
able in a user’s browser, so you have to make sure your page is 
still usable without JavaScript. Candidates for moving back the 
download starting point are plug-ins that work only if JavaScript is 
available, and those that are not vital to the usage of the page. 
Ads, social-media plug-ins, maps, etc. are in often good 
candidates.

load on user click
This is an interesting option if you want to integrate a social-me-
dia plug-in. The standard implementation of such a plug-in is 
a button to trigger the tweet/share action, and a display of the 
number of likes/tweets.

Twitter and Facebook button-integration example

Case-study facts from other companies. Google, Bing, Amazon, and 
others have done case studies that show the impact of slow pages 
on revenue and on user interaction with the web site. Amazon, for 
example, found out that a 100 ms slower page reduces revenue by 
1%. 

The hard facts you have collected. Show the hard facts about your 
system; now that the businesspeople are aware of the relationship 
between performance and revenue, they normally listen carefully. 
Now we are no longer talking about time, but money.

Recommendations for improvement. At the end of the presentation, 
make recommendations for how you can improve the integration of 
third-party content. Don’t be shy—no third-party content plug-in is 
untouchable at this point. Your goals for this meeting are to obtain 
permission to proceed, get support from the executives when dis-
cussing the implementation alternatives, and schedule a follow-up 
meeting with the same attendees to show improvements.

SteP 3: exPlore thIrd-Party-content 
ImPlementatIon alternatIveS

Once you have the necessary commitments from the business 
leaders, you can start thinking about integration alternatives. If 
you stick to the standard implementation the content provider rec-
ommends, you won’t be able to make any improvements. You have 
to be creative and craft win-win situations! Here are four best 
practices:

remove the third-Party content

But do you really need the third-party content? Let’s take a closer 
look at social-media plug-ins, tracking pixels, and ads.

Many web sites have integrated social-media plug-ins like Twitter 
or Facebook. Have you ever checked how often your site visitors 
really use one of these plug-ins? A customer of ours had integrated 
five plug-ins. After six months they checked how often each of 
them was used, and discovered only one was used by people not 
in the QA department, which checked that all of them are working 
after each release. Four of the five plug-ins could be removed.

What about tracking pixels? I see lots of pages with seven or more 
un-integrated tracking pixels. Set a goal of reducing this number to 
one pixel. Find out which one can deliver most or even all of the 
data that each department needs, and remove all the others.

http://blog.dynatrace.com/2011/12/20/third-party-content-management-applied/twitter_facebook_button/
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Some people will argue that this approach is not applicable, as 
they want to offer the map controls to their customers. But re-
member the best practice of loading on user click: as soon as a 
user states his intention of interacting with the map by clicking on 
it, we can offer a bigger and easier-to-use map by opening a pop-
up, an overlay, or a new page. Development simply has to surround 
the static image with a link tag.

SteP 4: monItor the Performance of your 
Web aPPlIcatIon/thIrd-Party content

It is important to monitor how the performance of your web site 
evolves over the time. (In part because you’ll need to show im-
provements in your follow-up meeting with business executives.) 
The following sections cover the business, operations, and devel-
opment aspects to monitor.

business monitoring

Checking whether a requested third-party feature contributes to 
business value is essential. Is the feature used by customers or 
does it help us to increase our revenue? We have to ask this ques-
tion again and again—not only at the beginning of the develop-
ment, but every time business, development, and operations meet 
to discuss web-application performance. If a feature is not adding 
value, remove it as soon as possible!

operations monitoring

A few tools help us monitor the impact of third-party content on 
our users. We can use a synthetic monitoring system like Gomez or 
dynaTrace User Experience Management (UEM) that sits in our 
users’ browsers and collects the data there.

Do users really need to know how often the page was tweeted, 
liked, etc.? If the answer is no, we can cut back on requests and 
download volume. All we have to do is deliver a link that looks like 
the action button, and if the user clicks on the link we can open a 
pop-up window or an overlay where the user can perform the nec-
essary actions.

consider dynamic vs. Static maps

All around the Web you can see map integrations where the maps 
are very small and used only to give the user a hint of where the 
point of interest is located. To show the user this hint, several 
JavaScript files and images have to be downloaded. In most cases 
the user does not need to zoom or reposition the map, and as the 
map is small it is also hard to use. Why not use the static map 
implementation that Bing and Google offer? As an example, I cre-
ated two HTML pages that show the same Google map; one uses 
the standard, dynamic implementation and the other the static 
implementation. Find the source files at http://apmblog.compu-
ware.com/wp-content/map-source-code.zip.

After capturing the timing we get the following results:

KPI
Standard 
Google Maps

Static 
Google Maps

% 
Difference

First-impression time 493 ms 324 ms -34%

Onload time 473 ms 368ms -22%

Total load time 1801 ms 700 ms -61%

JavaScript time 563 ms 0 ms -100%

Number of domains 6 1 -83%

Number of resources 43 2 -95%

Total page size 636 Kb 77 Kb -88%

Every KPI for the static implementation is better. Most notably, 
the first-impression and the onload time are improving by 34% 
and 22%, respectively. The total load time decreases by a bit 
more than a full second—61%—and this has really a big impact 
on the user experience.

http://apmblog.compuware.com/wp-content/map-source-code.zip
http://apmblog.compuware.com/wp-content/map-source-code.zip
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Last but not least as now business, operation and development 
have all the necessary data to improve the user experience, we 
should meet up regularly to check the performance trend of our 
page and find solutions to upcoming performance challenges.

concluSIon

It is easy to start improving third-party-content integration. To suc-
ceed, business, development, and operations must work together; 
we have to be creative, make compromises, and explore different 
ways of integration—never stop aiming for a top-performing web 
site! If we take third-party-content management seriously, we can 
improve our users’ experience and thereby increase our business.

Synthetic monitoring tools allow us to monitor the performance 
from specified locations all over the world. However, they do not 
provide data on our real users. With dynaTrace UEM we can moni-
tor the third-party-content performance of all our users, wherever 
they are situated, and we get the timing of the real user experi-
ence. The figure below shows a dashboard from dynaTrace UEM 
that contains all the important data from the operations point of 
view. The pie chart and the table indicate which third-party-con-
tent provider has the biggest impact on page-load time and distri-
bution. The three line charts on the right side show the request 
trend, the total page-load time, the onload time, and the average 
time that third-party content contributes to your page 
performance.

dynaTrace third-party-monitoring dashboard

development monitoring

The development team has the ability to compare the KPIs of two 
releases and the differences between the pages with and without 
third-party content. If we have already established functional web 
tests, http://apmblog.compuware.com/2011/05/03/tips-on-creat-
ing-stable-functional-web-tests-to-compare-across-test-runs-and-
browsers/, that integrate with a web performance–optimization 
tool that delivers us the necessary values for the KPIs. We just 
have to reuse the switch we established during Step 1 above and 
run automatic tests on the most important pages. From this mo-
ment on we will always be able to automatically find regressions 
caused by third-party content.

We may also consider enhancing our switch and make each of the 
third-party plug-ins switchable. This allows us to check the over-
head a new plug-in adds to our page, and helps us decide which 
feature we want to turn if there are two or more similar plug-ins.

http://blog.dynatrace.com/wp-content/dynaTrace-Third-Party-Monitoring-Dashboard.png
http://apmblog.compuware.com/2011/05/03/tips
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fact fInderS: SortIng out the truth In real uSer monItorIng
 — Klaus Enzenhofer, October 18, 2012

So we are losing all the old browsers and the modern ones that do 
not execute the data-collection requests. We are now far from 
100% coverage.

do the math

Another argument you always hear is that the RUM solution allows 
you to find out more about the end-user environment’s impact on 
page performance. The geographical region of the end user, the 
browser, the OS, or the device can result in slow page perfor-
mance. But does this really work?

Let’s do some simple math and figure out what this means to a 
page with 1 million visits a day:

• 1 million overall visits per day

• 1 million—35% visits with no W3C timing support in the 
browser

• 650,000—20% not sending the data correctly, completely, 
or at all

• 520,000 captured visits per day

Only 52% of visitors are captured by most RUM vendors due to lim-
itations of browsers 

So we have reduced our base from 1 million to 520,000. Let’s 
start with a breakdown into the different goupings:

• 520,000 broken down by 100 countries

• 520,000/100 = 5,200 visits/country/day

• 5,200 visits per country broken down by 20 browser versions

• 5,200/20 = 260 visits/country/browser version/day

• Let’s break down the 260 visits further by 10 operating 
systems:

On my recent visits to Velocity, WebPerfDays, and Apps World in 
London, real user monitoring (RUM) was the hot topic. That trig-
gered my thinking about the differences between vendors. They all 
promise the same for a varying range of prices—from free to a 
couple of thousand US dollars. I found out that there is a big dif-
ference and—depending on what you want to do with RUM—you 
want to make sure you understand the capabilities and limitations 
of the available solutions.

the falSe claIm of 100% coverage

All vendors claim to capture data from 100% of your users. When 
looking closer you see that many of these solutions—especially the 
“freemium” ones—rely on the W3C navigation timings. So my 
question is, How can I cover all users with W3C timings when 
these timings are not available on all browsers?

W3C timings are available only on new browsers. So what about 
IE6, IE7, IE8, the whole Safari browser family, and older Firefox 
and Chrome instances? Looking at current statistics they add up to 
35% of the overall market share (http://www.w3counter.com/glo-
balstats.php). The statements of vendors that rely on these tim-
ings to capture all users experience are simply not accurate.

the Performance ImPact of monItorIng

After finding that out I asked myself, “Are there any more deficien-
cies that can be found?”

I first thought about the collection mechanism, which reminded 
me of the challenges all the web analytics tools have. Data collec-
tion relies on the browser’s onUnload event. The RUM tools have 
to collect the data till the last second of the lifecycle of the page 
and then send it off. Most SaaS solution vendors are using an 
image GET request to send the data to the collection instances. 
Modern browsers are optimizing this event because “Why should a 
browser download an image if the page is about to die?” Modern 
browsers like Chrome optimized this use case and simply do not 
execute the request at all or do not wait for a response if the data 
got sent. So again, I am losing data from my real end users. As a 
workaround, some vendors put a timeout in the onUnload event. 
I’ve seen timeouts with up to 500 ms, which impacts the next 
page that gets loaded. We want to improve the user experience/
performance, but these tools are forcing the user to wait longer to 
move to the next page.

http://blog.dynatrace.com/the-authors
http://blog.dynatrace.com/wp-content/CapturingStats.png
http://www.w3counter.com/globalstats.php
http://www.w3counter.com/globalstats.php
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examPle 1: JavaScrIPt errorS—WhIch one to 
fIx fIrSt?

If your RUM- UEM solution provides you with JavaScript, errors 
you can start fixing problems right away. It should be able to show 
you which messages appear how often and in which browser, like 
in the screenshot below.

Detailed JavaScript error messages are captured for every visit and 
are easy accessible—grouped by browser, OS, or geographical 
location

examPle 2: Why are my cuStomerS leavIng 
my Web SIte?

With the UEM you are now able to not only see that your custom-
ers are leaving your web site, but also to figure out if they had 
technical issues.

Looking at exit pages and correlating them with failure rate, perfor-
mance, and user experience allows us to quickly identify why visitors 
leave the web site on these pages 

• 260/10 = 26 visits/country/browser version/operating system/
day

We want to have the date on an hourly basis:

• 26/24 = ~1 visit/country/browser version/operating system/
hour

The finding is that 1 million visits per day = ~ 1 visits/country/browser 
version/operating system/hour! We have done no sampling, we have 
only country-level data, and we are looking at visits and not page 
views!

To clarify: In this calculation I assume that the visits are evenly 
distributed over all countries but do not take into account that 
most solutions do sampling at a rate of 1–20% and look at visits 
with multiple page views instead of unique URIs—this seems to 
me a best-case scenario. In reality it can be even worse.

So then Why IS real uSer monItorIng So 
PoPular?

Because it helps you to improve your users’ experience! How can 
that work after knowing that we might not capture data from all 
our end users? You only have to change your expectations of what 
you want to achieve with real user monitoring.

What you should expect from your RUM solution is 

• Support for all browsers—not only the new browsers

• A reliable data-sending mechanism

• W3C timings support

• Functional health information such as errors from JavaScript 
and HTTP—not only timings

• AJAX/XHR-requests timing—not only timings for page loads

• The click path of a whole visit—not only separate page views

• Support for desktop browsers, mobile browsers, and mo-
bile-native applications in combined view

• Landing- and exit-page analysis

If your selected solution provides all these features you can go an 
additional step and not only monitor your users, but also do real 
user-experience management (UEM). The following are some ex-
amples of what UEM allows you to do.

http://blog.dynatrace.com/wp-content/JSErrorDetails.png
http://blog.dynatrace.com/wp-content/ExitPages.png
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examPle 3: What dId my cuStomer do on the 
aPPlIcatIon before he called our SuPPort 
center?

Having every visit and all actions available makes it easy for the 
support center employees to look up the visit information as part 
of the triage process.

Seeing all actions the visitor really executed on the web site helps 
speed up the complaint-resolution process, as all facts are available 

examPle 4: correlatIng Performance to 
buSIneSS

Analyzing the performance of every single visit and action not only 
allows us to pinpoint problems on individual pages, certain brows-
ers, or geographical regions. It also allows us to correlate problems 
in the application to business. Knowing how much revenue is lost 
due to declined performance gives application owners better argu-
ments when discussing investments in the infrastructure or addi-
tional R&D resources. The following dashboard correlates response 
time with the number of visitors by continent and the generated 
orders. Problems in the infrastructure that lead to performance 
problems of the application can then easily be correlated to lost 
revenue:

Correlating business values such as number of orders with 
page performance and infrastructure health opens a new line 
of communication between business and application owners 

concluSIon

W3C timings give us great insight but are available only in new 
browsers. Be aware of what your RUM solution vendor promises 
you and do not forget about the simple math. Set realistic expec-
tations and look for solutions that support visits and health indica-
tors like HTTP errors and JavaScript errors. Go real with the right 
expectations.

http://blog.dynatrace.com/wp-content/UserComplaintResolution1.png
http://blog.dynatrace.com/wp-content/BusinessDashboard.png
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• Where do my users come from? What are the browsers they 
are using? What is their bandwidth?

• What is the user experience by geographical region? How does 
performance differ across browsers?

The following screenshots visualize User Experience data captured 
from Silverlight users. It helps www.timecockpit.com to identify 
who is really using their software and, in case there are any prob-
lems, whether these problems are related to the user’s environ-
ment (geographical region, browser, operating system, network 
connectivity, etc.), the rich client implementation (e.g. problems in 
the Silverlight code) or the server-side application implementation.

Where do my users come from and which user experience do they 
have when using the Silverlight/Flash/HTML5 Application

Even though HTML5, JavaScript and CSS are great technologies 
for building Rich Client Applications that run in the browser – 
many people continue to use “real” Rich Client Browser 
Technologies such as Flash and Silverlight as they provide greater 
flexibility in certain scenarios. From a User Experience 
Management (UEM) or Real User Monitoring (RUM) perspective 
these technologies are not really treated as first class citizens by 
most UEM/RUM vendors. As a software developer you can use 
available Analytics extensions such as Google Analytics for 
Silverlight or Flash. These options however only give you Web 
Analytics but no real User Experience Management which would 
include capturing of client-side error details and performance data 
for each user interaction.

We sat down with www.timecockpit.com, which made the strategic 
decision to go with Silverlight when implementing their SaaS-
based Time Tracking solution. In this blog we explain why they 
chose to use Silverlight and discuss their 4 key requirements for 
successful UEM for Silverlight/Flash-based applications:

• User Experience for Every User

• True End-to-End Visibility (from Silverlight to the Database),

• Automatic Client-Side Error Detection and Capture

• Client and Server-Side Performance Analytics

requIrement #1: uSer exPerIence for every 
uSer

To gain a better understanding of customer experience, key ques-
tions to be answered are:

hoW to manage uSer exPerIence for SIlverlIght and flaSh 
aPPlIcatIonS
 — Andreas Grabner, December 5, 2012

What is the distribution of browsers? Are mobile or desktop browsers used? What is the available bandwidth?

www.timecockpit.com
www.timecockpit.com
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requIrement #2: true end-to-end vISIbIlIty

Knowing where your users come from is one part of the story. 
Knowing where the application has problems in delivering the right 
user experience is the other essential part that allows easy identifi-
cation and fixing of problems. The questions that come up have to 
do with End-to-End Visibility:

• Do we have a problem in the Client-side implementation? Is it 
related to a combination of Silverlight/Flash and a particular 
Browser/OS?

• Is there a problem in the Web, App or Database tier?

• Do we have an architectural problem with too many roundtrips 
from the end-user’s device to our application server?

The following screenshots shows where along the application deliv-
ery chain (End User – Browser – Web Server – App Server – 
Database Server) we impact end user experience. This might be 
related to functional problems on an application server (e.g.: an 
exception thrown in a web service), a performance problem (e.g: 
an inefficient algorithm or slow SQL statement) or an architectural 
problem (caused by too many roundtrips between browser and 
server or app server and database):

Where along the delivery chain are my performance hotspots? Is it 
the Rich Client App? The Web, App or Database Tier?

After looking at the high-level view to identify the deliver hotspots 
one has to go deeper and identify the root cause. The following 
screenshot shows incoming transactions from the End User’s Rich 
Client Application. Following these requests all the way back to the 
database allows us to see what causes performance or functional 
problems. In this case, an exception is thrown when the app server 
tries to put a message in the Windows Azure Service Bus which 
results in an HTTP 500 error for the end user that in turn nega-
tively impacts end user experience:

Are performance problems related to specific browsers?

Looking at these high level metrics is a great way to figure out if 
there are any general problems that affect everybody, that are 
bound to a geographical region or to a specific browser. To identify 
the actual problem the requirement then becomes getting visibility 
into every user and every interaction this user had with the appli-
cation to answer the following questions:

1. How does the user navigate through the application? Is it the 
intended way? Can we learn from their flow?

2. Does the user encounter functional problems in the applica-
tion workflow? Or are these performance related problems?

3. Where do these errors happen? On the user’s device or in the 
server-side implementation?

The following screenshot shows a list of real visits in a specific 
timeframe. The highlighted visitor used IE8 in Redmond, WA. The 
individual Page Actions show how the user navigated through the 
application. Starting with several attempts to login through the 
HTML login mechanism (with one failed attempt indicated by the 
orange light bulb) the user eventually ended up in the Silverlight 
application where the user viewed data using an application spe-
cific filter setting. These two actions in Silverlight took a rather 
long time (40+ and 100+ seconds–a starting point to identify the 
root cause, but definitely proof that this user had a serious 
problem.

What are my users doing when interacting with the application? 
Which interaction takes a long time and why? Are there any functional 
problems?
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Which errors happen on the Rich Client? Are there any exceptions 
that impact the end user that we can’t control on the server?

From one of these errors it is important to understand more about 
the end user that is impacted. Is it an error that was caused by a 
user error, e.g.: invalid user input? Or is it really something that is 
wrong in the client-side code? The following screenshot shows 
more context of one of these errors. It shows the actual end users 
action, performance information as well as additional errors that 
happened in the same interaction:

Which end user interactions caused these client-side exceptions? 
Which users are impacted?

requIrement #4: clIent and Server-SIde 
Performance analytIcS

What’s the next step when we know that we have a perfor-
mance-related user experience problem? The questions that come 
up are:

• Is the problem in the rich client or on the server side?

• What did the user do prior to encountering that performance 
problem? What feature of the application was used?

• Which developer to contact to look into this in more detail?

Why did the login fail for this particular user? In this case it was an 
exception that was thrown when a message was being sent to the 
Message Bus!

requIrement #3: automatIc clIent-SIde error 
detectIon and caPture

It can be challenging when application code that runs on the end 
user’s device has problems that happen locally on the device itself. 
Getting the stack trace of a client-side exception would help diag-
nosing the problem – or additional context information such as the 
action the user triggered in the client. But – how do you capture 
these problem details to make diagnostics easier? Do you use log 
files and periodically send them to your system? The worst that 
can happen is that you roll-out a new version of your application 
and suddenly requests to your servers stop. Is it because nobody 
likes the updated version? Or is there a problem at the client? Do 
we need to wait until a customer complains or sends in log files? 
This leads us to the requirement that we need visibility into prob-
lems that happen on the end user’s device. We need to answer 
questions such as:

• What type of exceptions are thrown in the client application? 
Which interactions result in exceptions/errors?

• Are these errors impacting the end user? Are they only hap-
pening on some types of devices/browsers/OSs?

I want these errors reported automatically and not wait for some-
body to call! The following shows a screenshot of errors captured 
within the Silverlight application. These errors get caught in the 
client application and automatically sent to the user experience 
management system. Not only do we see the full error details but 
also know which end user was impacted. Looking at a list of er-
rors, which can also be grouped by browser, device or OS, , en-
ables one to identify whether these problems are bound to a cer-
tain environment.
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In case we see requests to the server side that take long and 
impact end user performance it is time to look at the serv-
er-side hotspots. The following screenshot shows the perfor-
mance hotspots split by application tier and application layer 
(aka API). Apart from a very active web server we see that the 
Time Cockpit layer is the next major performance contributor 
spending about 50% of its time in Garbage Collection (= run-
time suspension). So – clearly an area to drill in further and 
identify why this layer is causing so many GC runs and with 
that impacting overall response time.

concluSIon

There is a lot going on in rich client applications implemented 
with Silverlight or Flash. These applications need the same 
user experience management attention as your “traditional” 
web applications. Besides just investing in plain-old web ana-
lytics make sure you also cover these listed requirements as it 
will make your life easier when it comes to managing user ex-
perience. If you’re a Compuware dynaTrace customer check 
out the latest version of dynaTrace User Experience 
Management and our updated support for Silverlight/Flash 
applications on our Community Portal, https://apmcommunity.
compuware.com/community/display/PUB/Community+Home.

What are the hotspots in the client-side code? The highlighted meth-
ods are responsible for the bad end user experience 

The previous screenshot shows the performance breakdown of a 
user interaction in the Silverlight application that took a little over 
ten seconds. The PurePath tree at the bottom shows which perfor-
mance-relevant methods were called in the Silverlight client and 
for how long these methods were executing. The highlighted rows 
are methods that developers should focus on – they all took more 
than 1s to execute resulting in the overall long execution time. We 
can also see that it is a clear client-side problem as the three serv-
er-side requests to the .js and .ss files were rather fast and don’t 
have a significant performance contribution:

`Where are the hotspots on the server-side? Which components of the 
application need tweaking? Seems like Garbage Collection has a 
major impact on the Timecockpit component 

https://apmcommunity.compuware.com/community/display/PUB/Community+Home
https://apmcommunity.compuware.com/community/display/PUB/Community+Home
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Why retaIlerS Should have tablet-oPtImIzed SIteS
 — Lorenz Jakober, December 7, 2011

We recently shared Black Friday and Cyber Monday data that sup-
ports the notion that couch commerce—shopping on smartphones 
and tablets from the comfort of your home—is here to stay. The 
data generated interest, including the following article posted on 
TechCrunch: Retailers Aren’t Ready For iPad Shopping Trend, 
http://techcrunch.com/2011/12/05/
retailers-arent-ready-for-ipad-shopping-trend/.

Our data aligns to indicate an overall trend outlined by analysts 
such as Forrester’s Sucharita Mulpuru, http://blogs.forrester.com/
sucharita_mulpuru/11-07-25-why_tablet_commerce_may_trump_
mobile_commerce: “On average, retailers surveyed by Forrester 
report that 21% of their mobile traffic comes from tablets, with 
several companies anecdotally reporting figures north of 50%.”

Our data also revealed that not all retailers were ready for an in-
crease in couch commerce—as traffic from tablets increased, so 
did page-load times on those retailers’ sites.

To explain what we mean by “iPad-optimized site,” let’s start by 
what we don’t mean. iPad-optimized sites do not look like this:

iPad-optimized sites should not prompt an iPad user to download 
a more up-to-date non-tablet browser. Additionally, tablet-opti-
mized sites should not only adapt to the device on which they are 
accessed, but also the network used to connect to the Web. We 
know that slow, high-latency mobile networks can make delivering 
quality mobile web experiences difficult, as the following figure 
shows.

http://techcrunch.com/2011/12/05/retailers
http://techcrunch.com/2011/12/05/retailers
http://blogs.forrester.com/sucharita_mulpuru/11
http://blogs.forrester.com/sucharita_mulpuru/11
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Tablets are mobile devices, after all. They have most of the con-
straints of smartphones (they may only connect through wireless 
networks; they have limited battery, CPU, and RAM; they use sim-
plified mobile OSs; etc.), with one major difference—most have 
large, luminous screens.

Yet tablet users, in particular Android-tablet users, often receive 
content optimized for 3-inch smartphone screens. The following 
figure shows that 85% of the top 20 US retailers deliver smart-
phone-optimized web sites to users of the Android-based  
Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1. User-agent string detection is a beauti-
ful thing.

As I mentioned earlier, the majority of retailers currently deliver full 
Web sites to tablet users. But is that the best approach? As any 
tablet user who has laboriously tried to hit a single text link, http://
www.nngroup.com/articles/kindle-fire-usability-findings/, on a 
web site will tell you, no.

A Full Web site delivered over a 3G connection or even a Wi-Fi con-
nection on a mobile device does not constitute a quality web expe-
rience. If we look at the performance of the top 20 US retail sites 
on an iPad, it becomes clear that sites aren’t optimized to meet 
end-users’ web-performance expectations.

Why are Full Web sites so slow on mobile devices such as tablets? 
The answer is apparent once we compare the average page size 
and number of HTTP requests for the top 20 US retail web sites 
delivered to iPhones versus iPads. On average, sites delivered to 
iPads are significantly larger and establish many more HTTP re-
quests than sites delivered to iPhones. Yet the only major differ-
ence between the two devices is the screen size.

To make matters worse, few of the retail sites delivered to iPads 
leverage any of the proven mobile web performance-optimization 
(WPO) techniques, such as using an app cache, focusing on touch 
vs. click events, leveraging data URIs, etc.

http://www.nngroup.com/articles/kindle
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/kindle
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http://touch ebay com/tablet on an iPad

If retailers want to maximize ecommerce revenues from tablets, 
they must deliver fast, quality, optimized web experiences to their 
mobile customers.

Why does it matter if these sites are not optimized for speed? 
Because web sites that are slow and don’t meet end users’ perfor-
mance expectations will result in lost customers and reve-
nue. Robert Hamilton from the Google Mobile team sums it up 
nicely: “This link between increased usage and a faster user expe-
rience—be it search or mobile Gmail—reinforces something we at 
Google have known for a long time.”

Some retailers have caught on to this. For example, eBay (which 
expects $5 billion in mobile sales in 2011, http://techcrunch.
com/2011/11/13/how-google-ebay-and-paypal-are-gearing-up-for-
a-very-mobile-holiday-shopping-season/) has publicly touted a 
tablet-optimized site that is built with speed and a better user ex-
perience in mind.

http://ebay com on an iPad

http://touch.ebay.com/tablet
http://techcrunch.com/2011/11/13/how
http://techcrunch.com/2011/11/13/how
http://ebay.com
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the SuPer boWl effect on WebSIte Performance
 — Andreas Grabner, February 13, 2012

Whether you are a fan of US football or not, it’s hard to avoid the 
Super Bowl. And the Super Bowl commercials that—besides being 
very expensive to air—usually drive a lot of load on the web sites 
of the companies that run the ads. The question is whether 
the millions of dollars spent really drive consumers to these web 
sites and make them do business with the advertisers.

We won’t get an answer from the advertisers about the actual con-
version rates, but through continuous synthetic monitoring com-
bined with deep-dive browser diagnostics, we can look at  
the end-user experience, http://www.compuware.com/applica-
tion-performance-management/dynatrace-enterprise.html, and the 
web sites’ performance while these ads were being aired. We will 
be able to see whether a given web application was able to handle 
the load and didn’t leave too many users with a bad experience.

uSe caSe: uSer exPerIence and SIte 
Performance on a SuPer boWl advertISer’S 
Web SIte

Let’s look at a use case of one Super Bowl advertiser to explore 
how to perform this type of analysis. To monitor the site’s perfor-
mance, we set up a Gomez synthetic monitor, http://www.compu-
ware.com/application-performance-management/last-mile.html, to 
be executed on a schedule. It monitored the performance of the 
home page and walked through several use-case scenarios on that 
page—e.g., searching for a product. These tests were executed 
from multiple US locations using low- and high-bandwidth connec-
tions and the Internet Explorer and Firefox browsers. Additionally, 
we captured individual performance sessions using dynaTrace 
browser diagnostics, http://www.compuware.com/application-per-
formance-management/dynatrace-free-trial.html.

Synthetic monitoring of a Web Site

The following screenshot shows our Last Mile platform’s re-
sponse-time tracking of the advertiser’s home page using the 
Firefox browser in the days before and after the Super Bowl, as 
well as on Super Bowl game day. The average page-load time was 
around 9 seconds, but during the Super Bowl it jumped up to 30 
seconds. 

Synthetic monitoring shows a page-load-time spike during the Super 
Bowl—up to 30 seconds to load the home page

Two factors drove this spike:

• higher load on the web application due to a commercial aired 
during Super Bowl

• additional content on the web page that doubled the page size

higher load

The increased load was, of course, intended and indicates success 
for the marketing campaign. But it’s important that a site be able 
to handle the additional expected load by using CDNs content-de-
livery networks (CDNs) to deliver that static content to end users 
as well as provide additional resources on the web and application 
servers to handle the extra load. The best preparation is to do up-
front large-scale load-testing. For more information on that, read 
my blog post To Load Test or Not to Load Test: That Is Not the 
Question, http://apmblog.compuware.com/2011/09/28/
to-load-test-or-not-to-load-test-that-is-not-the-question/.

additional content

The average page size of the home page jumped from 776 kb to 
1.497 kb—that’s double the page size. That increase is due to ad-
ditional images and content that were displayed on the home page 
during the Super Bowl. The Gomez monitor as well (as the dyna-
Trace browser-diagnostics sessions) provides detailed resource 
analysis that immediately highlights the additional images, style 
sheets, and JavaScript files. The following figure shows some of 
the additional Super Bowl-related content, including size and 
download time.

http://www.compuware.com/application-performance-management/dynatrace-enterprise.html
http://www.compuware.com/application-performance-management/dynatrace-enterprise.html
http://www.compuware.com/application-performance-management/last-mile.html
http://www.compuware.com/application-performance-management/last-mile.html
http://www.compuware.com/application-performance-management/dynatrace-free-trial.html
http://www.compuware.com/application-performance-management/dynatrace-free-trial.html
http://apmblog.compuware.com/2011/09/28/to-load-test-or-not-to-load-test-that-is-not-the-question/
http://apmblog.compuware.com/2011/09/28/to-load-test-or-not-to-load-test-that-is-not-the-question/
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Page-transition Impact of cdn user-tracking logic

Some tracking tools send their data in the onbeforeunload event 
handler. However, modern browsers limit how long the onbeforeun-
load event handlers can take, and prevent those event handlers 
from sending any data, so a workaround is necessary. Simply put 
in an “artificial” JavaScript loop that waits for 750 ms to ensure 
the browser sends the AJAX request with the tracking data before 
the browser navigates to the next page. The following figure shows 
this behavior on the advertiser’s  page.

JavaScript tracking code from a CDN provider adding a 750 ms loop 
to ensure tracing data gets sent before the browser navigates to the 
next page

concluSIonS

When you are responsible for a web site that is going to see a high 
user volume for a marketing campaign you want to

• Make sure the additional content for that marketing 
campaign is optimized—e.g., make sure this content 
is on CDNs and follow the best practices for, https://
apmcommunity.compuware.com/community/display/PUB/
Best+Practices+on+Web+Site+Performance+Optimization.

• Test your application with the campaign specific features 
under realistic load

• Analyze the impact of third-party tracking tools and other 
widgets you put on your page

Additional content downloaded during the Super Bowl, resulting in 
up to three times longer page-load times

The additional content in this case may have been necessary to 
fulfill the company’s marketing campaign. The question is whether 
the additional content could have been optimized to not download 
40 additional resources with a total size of >700 kb.

deeP-dIve broWSer dIagnoStIcS

The additional content in this case may have been necessary to 
fulfill the company’s marketing campaign. The question is whether 
the additional content could have been optimized to not download 
40 additional resources with a total size of >700 kb.

load Impact of additional resources

We can see the impact of the additional resources that got down-
loaded during the Super Bowl. Two of these resources took a very 
long time and with that had a major impact on page-load time. 
The background image was delivered by the company’s own web 
server and was not put on a CDN, which resulted in more traffic 
on the web servers and nonoptimal performance for end users that 
are far away from the company’s datacenters. Another interesting 
aspect was an additional Facebook “like” button that took 600 ms 
to download and execute.

dynaTrace timeline view showing the impact of additional resources 
on page-load time

https://apmcommunity.compuware.com/community/display/PUB/Best+Practices+on+Web+Site+Performance+Optimization
https://apmcommunity.compuware.com/community/display/PUB/Best+Practices+on+Web+Site+Performance+Optimization
https://apmcommunity.compuware.com/community/display/PUB/Best+Practices+on+Web+Site+Performance+Optimization
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a ProPoSed SPecIfIcatIon for JavaScrIPt tImIng In broWSerS
 — Alois Reitbauer, February 15, 2012

This proposal defines a potential future standard as an addition to 
those currently developed by the W3C Web Performance Working 
Group, http://www.w3.org/2010/webperf/. Its goal is to gain visi-
bility into JavaScript execution via a browser-provided API accessi-
ble via JavaScript.

motIvatIon

Current specifications of the Web Performance Working Group 
cover page load–related metrics. However, they lack insight into 
the dynamic behavior of web page implemented in JavaScript. 
With an increasing amount of third-party JavaScript code (social 
plug-ins, ads, etc.) being executed on web pages, this insight is 
getting more and more important. The increasing adoption of sin-
gle-page web applications where the most user interactions hap-
pen via the execution of JavaScript code rather page loading also 
requires better insight into the dynamic behavior of a web page.

Today developers are forced to manually instrument their code to 
get performance metrics following an approach like in the simple 
example here.
function myFunc (){ 
  logStart(“myFunc”); 
  // do something useful 
  logEnd(“myFunc”); 
}

With the W3C adoption of user timing, http://w3c-test.org/web-
perf/specs/UserTiming/, there will be a standardized way to collect 
this kind of measure. There are, however, a number of drawbacks 
to this approach.

First, it requires manual instrumentation of the code. This adds 
work for the developer, makes the code harder to read, and is er-
ror-prone. The developer also has to test the monitoring code in 
addition to the application logic. Especially in cases where the 
user logic involves asynchronous behavior, a simple error in this 
monitoring code can easily happen, rendering all monitoring data 
useless.

Another important issue is that this approach is restricted to code 
under the control of the developer. Third-party JavaScript code 
cannot be modified using this approach. Thus we cannot get in-
sight the code pieces, which we need to monitor because this 
code is a performance-critical part of a web page.

The increasing adoption of asynchronously and deferred JavaScript 
execution creates an additional blind spot, as their execution can-
not be analyzed but still has an impact on page performance by 
blocking the UI thread, for example.

Currently we have no efficient way to monitor and understand 
JavaScript execution characteristics of our code based on standard 
APIs. Therefore we have to add additional instrumentation to 
browsers  to enable monitoring and analysis of JavaScript 
executions.

IntegratIon WIth the exIStIng SPecIfIcatIon

The W3C performance timeline, http://w3c-test.org/webperf/
specs/PerformanceTimeline/ provides a unified means to access 
performance data in the browser using JavaScript. All data defined 
by other web-performance standards can be accessed via this in-
terface. A performance entry looks like the following:
interface PerformanceEntry { 
  readonly attribute DOMString name; 
  readonly attribute unsigned long long start-
Time; 
  readonly attribute unsigned short entryType; 
  readonly attribute unsigned long long dura-
tion; 
};

We can reuse this data structure to report JavaScript execution 
times. We have to define an additional entry type, which rep-
resents the timing for JavaScript executions. We can then use the 
name field to provide more details about the JavaScript execution.

In the case of a file being executed, the name of the root func-
tion(s) and the name of the file would be concatenated in the 
name field (e.g., initPage (commons.js)). The developer in this 
case has to ensure that the root functions of his JavaScript files 
are not obfuscated by minification. In the case of an inline script, 
the JavaScript function name would be used. If available, it will be 
appended by the ID of the script block on the page. It is not com-
mon to use ID attributes for script tags, but adding them comes 
with little additional effort. Once developers see the benefits, they 
will be willing to take that this extra step.

An alternative approach is to split this information into different 
fields. This will make the semantics much more clear and the in-
terface cleaner. For the sake of simplicity, the initial proposal used 
what is already available in the standard.

examPleS

This section presents typical JavaScript code-usage scenarios and 
how the JavaScript timing API will represent the execution-time 
information.

http://www.w3.org/2010/webperf
http://w3c-test.org/webperf/specs/UserTiming
http://w3c-test.org/webperf/specs/UserTiming
http://w3c-test.org/webperf/specs/PerformanceTimeline
http://w3c-test.org/webperf/specs/PerformanceTimeline
commons.js
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execution of a function in inline script
<script id= ”initPage”> 
  function initFunc(){}; 
</script> 
perfEntry{ 
  name: ‘initFunc (initPage)’, 
  start: 100, 
  duration: 50, 
  type: EXEC_JS 
}

execution of inline JavaScript code
<script id= ”initPage”> 
  // direct calls online 
  document.getElementByID(“myElem”).style …. 
</script> 
perfEntry{ 
  name: ‘(initPage)’, 
  start: 100, 
  duration: 50, 
  type: EXEC_JS 
}

execution of JavaScript code from external file
… 
… <script src=”my.js”> 
….
perfItem{ 
  name: ‘myFunction (my.js)’, 
  start: 700, 
  duration: 200, 
  type: EXEC_JS 
}

overhead concernS

As this requires additional instrumentation in the browser, it 
comes with some overhead. There are no implementations so far, 
so it is hard to say how much. Browser extensions today—like dy-
naTrace Ajax Edition—can track even more data with reasonable 
overhead; nevertheless, the overhead is a serious concern and 
browser vendors should take it into account.

To limit overhead there should be the possibility of turning this 
feature on and off. The easiest way would be to use a specific 
HTTP header, such as TRACE-JS. For single-page applications it 
would be useful to enable and disable tracing via JavaScript, as 
there is only a single request for the initial HTML document.

Most likely not all data will be sent back to the server for process-
ing. Otherwise the sheer amount of monitoring data would put a 
massive load on web servers. The data will be evaluated on the 
client side and only relevant information will be sent back. A typi-
cal criterion for deciding which data to send back is execution 
time. All events with an execution time below a certain threshold 
will be discarded. This massively reduces the amount of data sent 
while still providing insight into performance hot spots.

concluSIon

Extending the current W3C performance standards will provide 
long-desired insight into the dynamic behavior of web pages. 
Especially for single-page applications and mobile HTML5 apps, 
this would be the first means to gain the insight needed for effec-
tive application monitoring. By using automatic instrumentation of 
JavaScript executions, we can eliminate the need for manual in-
strumentation. This will reduce the potential for errors and in-
crease the availability of performance data without further effort 
for application developers, supporting a fast and easy adoption. 
Especially on mobile  platforms, this will provide unprecedented 
insight into the runtime behavior of mobile web applications.

document.getElementByID
my.js
my.js
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